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SHOCKS VIOLATING LAX'S CONDITION
ARE UNSTABLE
E. D. CONWAY AND J. A. SMOLLER1

Abstract.
For a system of two conservation laws, we prove
that solutions violating Lax's condition across shocks are unstable
relative to smoothing of the initial data.

In this note we show, for a hyperbolic system of two conservation laws,
that weak solutions which violate the Lax shock conditions [3] are unstable relative to smoothing of the initial data. Our result is seen to be a
consequence of the work of Johnson [2], and Yamaguti-Nishida [5].
We consider the system

(1)

ut + idldx)fiu, v) = 0,

vt + id¡dx)giu, v) = 0

where/and g are assumed to be C2 functions. Our context is that of Lax
[3], Smoller and Johnson [4] and Glimm and Lax [1]. Our notation is
that of [1] and [4], i.e., (1) is assumed to be strictly hyperbolic, genuinely
nonlinear and to satisfy the shock interaction conditions. More precisely,
we assume that/„<0,
gu<0, and that under the normalizations given in

[4], l^FOj, r¡)>0, i,j=l,

2. Here /, and r¡ are the left and right eigen-

vectors, respectively of dif, g), the Jacobian matrix associated with the
mapping F=(/, g). In terms of the Riemann invariants w, z, the system (1)

takes the form
(2)

wt + pwx = 0,

zt + Xzx = 0,

where X and o are the eigenvalues of dF, X>p.
Because of the finite speed of propagation, it is sufficient to prove
instability for solutions having only one shock. For simplicity, we also
assume it to be piecewise constant. Therefore, we consider solutions of the

form
(3)

(w(r, x), vit, x)) = iu0, v0),

x < st,

= («j, v{),

X > St,

where s is the (constant) shock speed. For such a function to be a (weak)
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solution of (1), it is necessary and sufficient that the following jump
relations be satisfied:
s(ux -

«o) =/("i,

t>i) -/(«a.

v0),

sivx -

v0) = giux, vx) - giu0, v0),

or if we eliminate s,
(4)

ivx -

v0)if(ux,

vx) -f(u0,

v0)) = iux - u0)(g(ux, vx) - giu0, v0)).

If we keep (h0, v0) fixed, then the set of states (ux, vx) which satisfy (4)
form two smooth curves intersecting at (u0, v0) (cf. [4], for example).
Figure 1 below denotes a typical situation. Shocks in which (ux, vx) lies
on either of two of the four branches, denoted by Sx and S2 in Figure 1,

$>u

Figure 1

satisfy the Lax shock condition, whereas if (ux, vx) lies on Bx or B2, the
Lax shock condition is violated [4]. Our result is that shocks in which
(ux, vx) lies on Bx or B2 are unstable relative to smoothing. The key
ingredient is provided by the following lemma.
Lemma. If (ux,vx) lies on Bx or B2, then w(ux, vx)>w(u0,
z(ux, vx)>z(u0, v0).

v0), and

We postpone the proof of the lemma until the end of the paper.
Now let U(t, x) = (u(t, x), v(t, x)), where u and v are as in (3), with
(ux, vx) on Bx or B2. We show instability of U by showing that for certain
smooth functions Un(0, x) converging to U(0, x), the equations (1) have
smooth solutions which are defined for all (t, x), t^.0, and which converge
not to U, but to a Lipschitz continuous solution of (1).
Let R(t, x) = (w(t, x), z(t, x)) be the Riemann invariant form of the
solution U. From the lemma we see that h°(x) = w(0, x) and z°(x)=z(0, x)
are nondecreasing functions; in fact, they are step functions having one
upward jump at x=0. Let {w°n}and {z°} be sequences of smooth functions
converging uniformly to w° and z° on compact sets not containing x=0.
The corresponding functions u°nand v°nsimilarly converge to «(0, x) and
v(0, x). As shown by Yamaguti and Nishida in [5], the equations (2) have
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smooth solutions (wn, z„) defined for all r>0, which moreover satisfy
(w„(0, x),z„iO, x)) = (w°(x),z°(x)).
Furthermore
{(iv„, z„)} converges
uniformly on compact sets to functions (vv(?, x), z(t, x)) which are locally
Lipschitz continuous in i>0, satisfy (2) almost everywhere in r>0, and
(vP(0,x),z(0,x))
= (tv0(x),zo(x)) = (w(0,x),z(0,
x)). This proves the in-

stability of the solution U.
Proof of the Lemma. We shall only give the proof for "back" shocks;
i.e., shocks associated with the smaller characteristic family, X; the proof
for "front" shocks is similar. Thus we assume that (3) represents a back
shock, and we must prove that Mult r,)> w(w0, v0), and z(ux, v¡)>z(u0, v0).

The strength of the (back) shock (3) is defined to be
gj =

W(uu

Vx) — W(U0, V0).

Now from [3], we know that along 5,, e1>0, so that w(ult yi)>w(w0, v0).
Next, from [4], we have

z(Ml, v¡) - z(u0, v0) = (fVXA - P)-%d2Firi,

rje* + 0(c*),

so that under our hypotheses, we see that z(t/,, ti1)>z(«0, v0) for small
£,>0. Hence the curve B1 starts out in the desired region, cf. Figure 2.

z = z(uo'V

A
w = w(uQ,v0)
-^3» W

Figure 2

If B1 were to ever leave this region, then since w always increases along Bu
there must be a first point («, v), different from (w0, v0), where z(u, v)=0.
Since the curves z=const are integral curves of a vector field, they cannot
w=

w(u0,v0)
Z = z(u0'v0)

A
-^u

Figure 3
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intersect each other. Thus there is a point (w, v) on Bx where the slope of
the curve z=z(u, v) equals the slope of Bx at (ü, v) (cf. Figure 3, where the
curves of positive slope cutting Bx transversally are the curves z=const).
In the notation of [4], we have ax(ü, v)=hxiü, v). But, just as in [4,
Theorem 2.3], we have, for back shocks, hx>ax, all along Bx. This is a
contradiction, and the proof of the lemma is complete. (Alternatively,
if /¡i(w, v)=ax(ü, v), then it is not too hard to show that X(u, v)=s{u, v),
but just as in [4, Theorem 2.2], we have X>s all along this branch.)
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